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Artificial Intelligence Will Benefit Society for Years to Come 

 

 In the age of advanced technology, artificial intelligence research and development has 

been proven beneficial to society. AI has become increasingly popular over the last few decades. 

The idealism originated at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1950s and has since then 

progressed. It has spread throughout the medical field, education, business, the toy industry, and 

many more areas. Although, the advancement of AI has equally increased the concern amongst 

people and has made it a very controversial topic. 

 There are many different reasons as to why AI is so controversial to society. Some people 

feel it is revolutionary and will continue to advance us in the field of technology and psychology 

while others fear it may begin to take peoples’ jobs, become too intelligent where the computer 

can begin to create its own language and communicate with other computers without the need of 

humans, etc. This divided feeling toward AI is understandable but the benefits of its’ 

advancement deems more beneficial than harmful to society.  

 Artificial intelligence can benefit society in numerous ways. The first being, search 

engines. People use personal computers every single day with one of the most popular devices 

being cellphones. When searching something on the internet, users input their curiosities through 

a search engine such as the most famous, Google. Google uses highly intelligent and efficient 

algorithms that can make searches easy and convenient. For example, have you ever noticed how 

when you type something into Google it recommends predicts and provides similar outputs and 

suggestions? This is called autocomplete. According to google support, “Predictions are made 

based on factors, like the popularity and freshness of search terms. When you choose a 
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prediction, you do a search using the term you selected.” The predictions stem from previous 

searches, keywords you are using, and trending topics that other people have been frequently 

searching. Google’s autocomplete is not recognizably a form of AI because it is not a physical 

robot but it embodies exactly what AI can accomplish and proves how dependent people have 

become to it.  

 As mentioned in an article titled “Neurotechnology, Elon Musk and the goal of human 

enhancement” by The Guardian, Elon Musk stated at the World Government Summit in Dubai 

this year, that a “merger of biological intelligence and machine intelligence would be necessary 

to ensure we stay economically valuable.” He has since then become enthralled with the idea of 

BCIs (brain-computer interfaces) which will be worked on in his new AI company, Neuralink. 

Big name tech moguls are investing millions of dollars into AI projects to teach computers how 

to think and act more like humans thus making them more intelligent. According to a New York 

Times article, Paul Allen, co-founder of Microsoft, has invested an additional whopping $125 

million into research in getting computers to have more ‘common sense’. This money went 

toward his own AI company, the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence.   

	  In the medical field, artificial intelligence has allowed doctors and surgeons to precisely, 

accurately, and efficiently tend to patients with the use of machine learning. SAS institute 

defines machine learning as, “A method of data analysis that automates analytical model 

building. It is a branch of artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can learn from 

data, identify patterns and make decisions with minimal human intervention.” Doctors and 

surgeons use machine learning as a tool to assist them rather than allowing them to completely 

take over. Some examples of machine learning in the medical field, as stated by Futurism.com 

are: decision support systems, laboratory information systems, robotic surgical systems, therapy, 
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the reduction of human error in diagnosis, medical education, the identification of tumors and 

symptoms of heart disease, and the improvement of healthcare information systems.  

 A more recognized use of artificial intelligence and machine learning would be by the 

government and military. More specifically, cyber security and weaponry. According to an 

article by Forbes.com, “AI helps by automating complex processes for detecting attacks and 

reacting to breaches.” Machine learning is an advanced tool that is more effective than humans 

alone because human error is no longer a concern. “Data deception technology products can 

automatically detect, analyze, and defend against advanced attacks by proactively detecting and 

tricking attackers. So, when you combine very smart security personnel with adaptive technology 

that continues to change and become smarter over time, this provides a competitive edge to 

defenders that have primarily been absent from most cybersecurity technologies to date 

[Forbes.com].  

 Not only has artificial intelligence helped people in a more serious way, it has also spread 

throughout the toy industry. Many toys now have computer vision, voice recognition, and other 

forms of machine learning. Aside from children’s toys, parents seek products with AI as well. 

One of them being baby monitors. The baby monitors I am referring to do not just let the parent 

see the baby. These monitors allow parents to check their body temperature, some alert them if 

they move or how their breathing is, etc. AI has made parents’ lives easier and babies lives safer. 

 With all of the success and advancement in society because of artificial intelligence, there 

is an equal amount of concern and controversy regarding how necessary it is. Even those who 

have heavily invested in AI research have major concerns. One primary issue that keeps arising 

amongst investors, entrepreneurs and tech enthusiasts, is exactly how intelligent computers can 

become until people begin to worry. One example of the fears of AI, would be the AI project 
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Facebook was working on. As reported by Forbes.com, “Facebook shut down an artificial 

intelligence engine after developers discovered that the AI had created its own unique language 

that humans can’t understand. Researchers at the Facebook AI Research Lab (FAIR) found that 

the chatbots had deviated from the script and were communicating in a new language developed 

without human input.” Although this result is exceptional and fascinating, it definitely 

foreshadows a possible “takeover” by computers. Other major companies who have programs 

and subsidiaries dedicated to the research and development of artificial intelligent products and 

software have experienced the similar results.  Although this is the main reason of fear for the 

success and progression of AI, there are a few others.  

 There is a shared bewilderment amongst the general public and even some scientists and 

engineers as to why making robots or software as human-like as possible is even necessary or is 

what should be focused on in the field of technology. Why must AI so closely resemble humans? 

Should there be a line not to cross? Many people are afraid to enter the “uncanny valley.” 

Uncanny valley, as defined by wired.com, is the idea that “as physical and digital representations 

of humans become more human-like, there is a point at which they actually become less 

trustworthy in the eyes of users, and remain that way until they are developed to full or near-full 

levels of realism.” This fear is a very common and relevant issue in today’s world. Television 

shows and even feature films have shown the possible negative effects AI can have in the future. 

One recurrent theme is humans having emotional and physical relations with robots. 

Unfortunately, the entertainment industry is not the only place this is has been seen. As reported 

in the telegraph.co.uk, “There are currently four manufacturers making life-like robotic dolls 

worldwide, but experts predict that in coming decades they could become widespread, used not 

just as a fetish, but for sexual therapy and as companions for lonely, disabled or older people.” In 
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the sense of companionship, this seems like a great idea. In the same breath, it is a scary thought 

having humans choose AI over actual human interaction and relationships.  

 Another concern is that creating artificially intelligent machinery will steal people’s jobs. 

And it already has. During the industrial revolution, many people were working in factories 

making products by hand. Nowadays, the assembly line uses machines that have taken over 

humans’ jobs; they are more efficient and can produce and manufacture far faster than human 

hands. Though, factories were only the beginning. AI has creeped into areas like news stations 

and banks. Nytimes.com stated, “Software programs are already being used by companies 

including JPMorgan Chase & Company to scan legal papers and predict what documents are 

relevant, saving lots of billable hours. Kira Systems, for example, has reportedly cut the time that 

some lawyers need to review contracts by 20 to 60 percent.” This is why AI is so controversial. 

People fear for their jobs while at the same time it can make certain jobs cost effective, less labor 

intensive, efficient, and can produce more precise results.  

 Artificial intelligence has been proven successful in many positive ways. Without it, lives 

would be more difficult and less convenient. Surgeries using AI have saved lives, search engines 

and websites that use AI have made researching and entertainment more accessible and efficient, 

and so much more. Will AI benefit society for years to come? Definitely. Will the concerns and 

fears of it reaching the uncanny valley ever cease? Probably not. AI will never be completely 

accepted or appreciated by everyone. At this point, what society needs to be thinking about is 

whether or not AI has proven to be more beneficial or detrimental to the livelihood of humans. 

As of now, it has.  
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